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A FEVER DILUTED BY TIME
NOTES ON FREDERICK DELIUS

by Philip Jones and J R Heron
The 50th anniversary in 1984 of Delius's death and the preparations leading up
to it prompted an awakening of interest into the precise cause of the composer's
final illness.
Dr Thomas Stuttaford, writing in The Times newspaper column 'Medical
Briefing' on 18 March 1983 1 reported on the contents ofa letter previously sent to
The Times by Professor J F SoothilF. Dr Stuttaford reviewed the known facts
about Delius's illness as documented by Professor Soothill. He suggested that
Delius contracted syphilis in the l880s, was treated with arsenic. subsequently
became blind with optic neuritis and that he eventually became totally
paralysed. This was assumed to be a late neurological manifestation of
syphilis.
At the time of Delius's death in June 1934, doctors attending him stated that
the cause of death resulted from syphilis 2• Cecil Gray was in fact the first person
to mention this in print in 1948 in his autobiography 'Musical Chairs '3 where he
gave the disease as the cause of 'the flagrant contradiction that exists between
his early and mature works'4.
The presumptive cause of Delius's death appeared to have been well known to
those close to the composer. As early as 1922 Beecham had been shocked by
Delius's deteriorating appearance when he visited him at Grez-sur-Loing5• At
that time Delius was being treated by a homeopathic doctor and Beecham
begged him to consult a specialist. In spite of promising to do this, Delius in fact
did not do so. It was not until 1926 that Beecham discovered Delius had not
contacted orthodox medical opinion as promised and so he immediately sent to
visit him a medical authority who advised more appropriately effective treatment, but Delius ignored this prescription and advice.
Apart from Cecil Gray there seems to have been no printed acknowledgement
of the nature of Delius's disease until Alan Jefferson's report in 19726 ; Beecham
writing in 1959 had only made oblique reference in .his biography of the
composer7• Some doubt was inevitably cast on the diagnosis due to the lack of
precise information.
In 1948 Professor Soothill had been shown Delius's case notes written by Sir
John Conybeare, a distinguished British physician. Sir John had found no
evidence ofany damage to the posterior columns of the spinal cord which would
have been characteristic of a common neurological presentation oflate syphilis,
tabes dorsalis. He had also commented that there was no evidence of intellectual impairment which is characteristic of other meningo-vascular forms of
advanced syphilis and of general paralysis of the insane. The blood reaction for
syphilis, the Wasserman (WR) reaction was also found to be negative. It was
further stated in The Times article that Sir John indicated that although he did
not know the cause of Delius's death, he was sure it was not due to syphilis.
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On this evidence it was reasonable to question the widely held belief that
syphilis was in fact responsible for Delius's terminal illness. It was pointed out
in a letter to The Times in April 1983 8 by Dr J R Heron that careful reappraisal of
Sir John's case notes on Delius would offer satisfactory evidence on which to
base an informed conclusion. He also pointed out that in the 19th and early 20th
centuries relatively obscure inherited neurological diseases, for example the
hereditary or sporadic spinocerebellar degenerations, and certain demyelinating diseases of the central nervous system of unknown cause were not uncommonly and understandably wrongly diagnosed as being due to syphilis.
It was as a music-loving medical student at Guy's Hospital in 1948 that John
Soothill was invited, with other students, by Sir John, then Senior Physician, to
listen to gramophone records in his St Thomas's Street flatl. After listening to a
recording of Delius's music a discussion took place. It was during this discussion that Sir John denied the diagnosis of syphilis in Oelius and when pressed
further by those present looked through his medical case notes. Sir John stated
he had been unable to make a diagnosis and that Oelius's blood tests for syphilis
had been negative 2• Conversations and correspondence between Or J R Heron
and Or W N Mann, a colleague of Sir John's at Guy's Hospital and the executor
of his estate, confirmed that he kept his private notes on blue cards in a kitchen
cupboard, that he ceased private practice in about 1939 and that his medical
notes were destroyed before his death in 1967, therefore being no longer available for inspection.
The Times correspondence had caused interest and much concern amongst
many admirers of Oelius. It occasioned editorial comment in the De/ius Society
Joumal lO and prompted a reply from Christopher Redwood! I. He questioned
Professor Soothill's statement that Oelius had contracted syphilis in the 1880s
and was treated at this time with arsenic 12 since Salvarsan was not available until
its discovery and preparation by Ehrlich in 1906. 'Previous to that date',
Redwood stated, 'the usual treatment was with mercury compounds which were
much less effective, often clearing up the symptoms while allowing the disease
to proceed to the secondary stage'. He further remarked that Rudolf Haym had
told him that Delius's close German friends had urged him to take Salvarsan but
that he had maintained complete faith in homeopathic medicine and would
have nothing to do with more conventional treatment.
Alan Jefferson, author of the 'Master Musicians' 'Delius' volume, was quick to
respond to Christopher Redwood 13 and claimed himself to be the first writer to
publish on the syphilitic issue 6, although this is in fact inaccurate'. He agreed
with Redwood on all counts, adding that Oelius was told he was suffering from
syphilis after medical consultation, having possibly contracted it in the mid
1890s as a result of a triangular relationship involving his friend, the painter
Gauguin. He also raised the difficult and highly sensitive issue of Oelius's
relationship with his wife Jelka.
Or Philip Jones followed this with a note to the Delius Society Joumal 14 in
October 1984 based on a statement from Or J R Heron which contained further
information he had obtained from Professor SoothilF. It was suggested that
Oelius might have suffered from a lateonsetofataxic paraplegia and amyotrophy
(unsteadiness and paralysis with muscle wasting), this being a rare clinical
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presentation of late syphilis.
Roy Price, the National Director of the Motor Neurone Disease Association
and an ardent Delian, replied to the Journal on this matter lS , agreeing that the
diagnosis of syphilis was questionable and suggested additional research was
necessary; this assertion was based on Dr Fenby's statement that towards the
end of his life Delius was continually in pain, adding that most, if not all,
neuromuscular conditions are not painful. This is in fact misleading, since
neurological diseases which affect the peripheral neIVes, the spinal ganglia,
spinal neIVe roots and the spinal cord may be painful and 'lightning pains' are a
characteristic feature of taboparesis, a form of tertiary syphilis. Indeed, a variety
of neuromuscular conditions are painful.
Important new information has since been made available. Evelin GerhardL
now living in Liidenscheid, West Germany,wrote to Dr Philip Jones l6 enclosing
a copy of a letter from her aunt, Ida Gerhardi l7 , containing a doctor's report on
De1ius's state of health whilst he was taking a cure at Dr Lahmann's well-known
sanatorium Weisser Hirsch, near Dresden. The report was written by Dr W
Bothe on 17 December 1910 as follows:
Vor 15 Jahren Lues erworben, keine Kur, bei spateren Erscheinungen
etwas Jodkali, zuletzt vor 10 Jahren. Vor ca.l Jahr (im Anschluss an eine
ev. Inluenza u. Erregungen durch einen Process) zusammengeklappt d.h.
seitdem bedeutender Nachlass der Knlfte; seit gleicher Zeit anfallsweise
Schmerzen: Arme, Schultem, im Bereich des Thorax, Zehen; widerholt
gastrische Krisen; ungleiche jedoch reagierende Pupillen woh1 gesteigerte
Patellarreflexe, herbagesetztes Schmerzgefiihl an den untem
Extremitaten (tiefer Einstich wird als 'spitz' angegeben); am linken
Oberschenkel ein tertiares papulOses Syphilid. Wassermann positiv.
(Syphilis acquired 15 years ago [1895] no cure, some iodine saltpetre for
further appearances of the symptoms, last time ID years ago [1900]. About
1 year ago (after an attack of influenza and excitement after legal proceedings '8 ) he collapsed i.e. there was a noticeable loss of strength; about
the same time other pains occurred; arms, shoulders and in the area of the
thorax, toes, repeated gastric crises; uneven yet reacting pupils, and
indeed increased knee reflexes, reduced feeling of pain in the lower
extremities (a deep pin-prick was described as 'sharp'); on the upper left
thigh a tertiary syphilid. Wassermann positive.)
On 15 July 1910. Ida Gerhardi wrote a letter from Grez-sur-Loing to her
mother, a copy of which was also sent by Evelin Gerhardi to Philip Jones, from
which the following extract is taken:
Liebste Mutter!
Er [De1ius] hat seit Montag Abend bei mir in Paris wo sich die Attaque
vorbereitete. ausser Wasser, heute etwas Thee u. Griitze noch nichts
wieder genossen. In Paris hatte ich einen Brief von Frau Heinitz, die
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ganz erschreckt schrieb iiber das was ich ihr uber D.Befinden mitgeteilt.
Bei ihrem ersten Man, D.Vetter [,] fing die Riickenmarkserkrankung so
an u. die Arzte sprachen auch zuerst immer von Erkrankung des Central
Nervensystems bis das Ganze sich im Riicken lokalisi[e]rte u. er 11 Jahre
die grausamste Existenz hatte u. seine Frau mit. Es muss sich ja dies nicht
bei Delius wiederholen, aber als er kaum 5 Minuten bei mir im Atelier
war, schaute er aus dem Fenster u. sagte:'es kommt vom Riickenmark'-er
sagte es so trostlos u. doch so nach Trost begehrend, dass ich ein
unbeschreibliches Mitlied empfand u. er glaubte dann schliesslich auch,
dass man aas ganz schon heilen konne, wenn man nur erst die richtigen
Vorschriften von dem richtigen Arzt hat; er war wie ein Kind...

(Dearest Mother!
He [Delius] had not really enjoyed anything, apart from water since
Monday evening at my place in Paris when the.attack was imminent.
Today he had some tea and gruel. In Paris I received a letter from Frau
Heinitz who seemed very alarmed about what I had told her about
Delius's health. The pain in the spinal cord began exactly the same way
for her first husband, Delius's cousin 19. The doctors also spoke ofa disease
of the central nervous system until it became localised in his back and he
then had a most miserable existence for 11 years, his wife also. This must
not be allowed to happen to Delius. but he had hardly been in my Paris
studio for 5 minutes before he looked out of the window and said:'It is my
spinal cord' - he said it so wretchedly and thus sounded so in need of
comfort that I felt an indescribable pity. He then said he believed after all
that it was quite possible to heal his condition as long as one had the correct prescription from the correct doctors. He was like a child ...)

Evelin Gerhardi visited the Deliuses at Grez-sur-Loing in the summer of 1932
and recalls a next-door neighbour Mrs Brooks 20 talking to Jelka Delius. Jelka
told her that when she was young she 'was dying to have a baby but he [Delius]
would not hear of it on account of his illness'. Ev~lin also said that she remembered the male nurse who was attending Delius at the time mentioning he had
suffered from syphilis but that it was now all scarred and there was no danger
from contagion.
The reasonable doubts expressed, questioning the diagnosis of syphilis as
being the cause of Delius's protracted illness, are understandable. The commoner late manifestations of syphilis, tabes dorsalis and general paralysis ofthe
insane, were not present in Delius on the evidence of Sir John Conybeare's reliable medical opinion. The blood Wassermann reaction must also have reverted
to 'negative'.
In the absence of the precise information which is now made available,
speculation as to the nature of his illness justifiably centered on the possibility
of an hereditary or sporadic form of a condition within the group of
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diseases classified as spinocerebellar degenerations, spinal muscular
atrophies or rare forms of hereditary sensory and motor neuropathy, these
conditions being progressive degenerative diseases of the central nervous
system. In this context the knowledge that Delius's first cousin, Arthur Kronig,
possibly suffered from a similar neurological disease and that Delius's father
may also have had a progressive neurological disease oflate onset21 would have
favoured a diagnosis other than that of syphilis to account for his
illness.
There can no longer be any doubt that Delius had contracted syphilis and
the late manifestations of this disease are completely consistent with the
neurological complications of paralysis, muscular wasting and blindness from
which he suffered.
The term most appropriate to the type of neurosyphilis responsible is
Pachymeningitis Spinalis Hypertrophica, which was known in Delius's day as
hypertrophic cervical pachymeningitis. In this condition there is a fibrous
overgrowth of the dural lining of the spinal canal. This dural membrane
becomes fixed to the spinal cord and causes compression and distortion of the
cord and of the ventral (motor) and dorsal (sensory) roots of the spinal nerves. In
addition the blood supply to these structures is compromised, so that a slowly
progressive spasticity of the limbs develops with varying degrees of loss of
sensation, muscle wasting and neuralgic pain.
Delius's blindness can now be accepted as being due to optic nerve atrophy
which follows on vascular inflammation (a small blood vessel disease or
arteritis) with degeneration and hardening, or sclerosis, of the optic nerves and
surrounding meninges, these being the direct result of syphilis.
The tertiary syphilid skin lesion on the thigh reported by Dr Bothe in 1910
represents a superficial nodular cutaneous syphilide. These lesions occur on
any part of the skin and after a period of months often subside, leaving a
papery scar.
Syphilis has been called 'a fever diluted by time'22. This is perhaps an appropriate gentle quotation with which to conclude. It is germane also to quote again
from Evelin Gerhardi's letter in which she writes: 'In my opinion any discussion
of this question is now, 50 years after the death of Delius, absolutely
unnecessary. It does not sully the memory of an outstanding artist to have had a
venereal disease'.
The discussion is academic but the conclusion should now be final. No man
should be 'sullied' by an accidentally acquired infectious disease which was not
then amenable to treatment. There have been many who have suffered from
venereal diseases and their consequences before and since Ehrlich developed
Salvarsan as a form of therapy and before adequate treatment with Penicillin
and other antibiotics became available.
Leprosy, tuberculosis, plague, venereal disease, epilepsy and now AIDS are
all examples of the many diseases which at various historical points in time
have been subject to social and moral censure, morbid preoccupation and
intolerance of attitude. Enlightenment as to the cause of diseases including
syphilis, knowledge of the suffering they induce, the advent ofspecific and effective treatments, education and preventative medicine have all contributed
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to a more acceptable, rational and humane response in our society to the
consequences of human disease and of human frailty.
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MASS OF LIFE AT THE PROMS
One of the undoubted highlights of the past season of Henry Wood Promenade
Concerts was the performance of A Mass of Life on Sunday 31 July. With the
Prom planners' fondness for a season's 'theme' and other connecting threads,
the tenous link between Delius's and Strauss's musical responses to Nietzsche
was explored by Barry Millington in his article for the Proms 88 prospectus,
'Thus Spake the Prophet'. Christopher Palmer provided a more detailed examination of the Mass for the programme book.
Perhaps for the first time, the work was given in one continuous span without
the customary break, and it was listened to throughout by a noticeably rapt
audience. Days before the concert, any tickets for good seats were hard to obtain,
and by the evening it was a near sell-out; and for once the critical acclaim of
both the work and performance was extremely warm. Michael Kennedy, in the
Daily Telegraph, asserted that Sir Charles Groves 'had conducted a great
performance and reaffirmed the work's stature as a choral masterpiece of European music, in the line of Mahler's Eighth Symphony and Schoenberg's
Gurrelieder'. As a noted Elgarian, he generously added that 'Delius's choral
writing excels Elgar's in plasticity and colour'. He singled out 'the magical
prelude' to Part 2, adding: 'I shall count myself lucky if 1 ever hear this passage
performed better'. Anthony Payne, in The Independent, seemed equally
enthralled. 'The playing of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra was marvellously
controlled, tolling in brazen celebration and drawing out the ecstatic moments
in Delius's many miraculously extended songs and codas... Ultimately,
however, Sir Charles was the hero. He mastered his huge forces with effortless
control, achieving clarity of ensemble while allowing the music to float,
seemingly, outside bar lines. according to its own harmonic logic. This was a
performance we will long recall and be grateful for.'
The baritone Neil Howlett was felt to be rather lightweight in the role of
Zarathustra, but there was excellent support from the other soloists - Alison
Hargan, Sarah Walker and Laurence Dale. By general agreement the combined
forces of the BBC Singers, BBC Symphony Chorus and the London Choral
Society excelled themselves. Such was the quality of the performance that even
among the critics, it seems, a convert was won. Stephen Johnson, confessing in
The Listener to liking previously only certain of Delius's works, wrote of 'an
assembly of thousands, all declaring for the first time in ages by their presence
alone that they shared "the love that dare not speak its name" - 1mean the love
of Delius', and was now ready to accept the Mass as a masterpiece.
Members of both the Delius Society and Delius Trust were present in force,
and it was a particular pleasure to see members from abroad, Ron Kirkman
from Geneva and Bob Sandlin from Jacksonville. Perhaps the greatest delight
of all, after his recent indisposition, was seeing Dr Fenby in'such fine form, and
joining us for a drink in a nearby mews after the performance. Perhaps, with a
little prompting, the BBC might even repeat the broadcast next year in their
'From the Proms' series. So get out pen and paper!
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BOOK AND RECORD REVIEWS
DELIUS: A LIFE IN LETTERS 11 1909-1934
by Lionel Carley, 600pp. including 64 plates. Scolar Press, in association with
the Delius Trust. £30.

'Knowst thou PanT echoes the chorus enigmatically in the closing bars of An
Arabesque. Perhaps a more relevant question today might be 'Knowst thou
DeliusT lames Gunn's portrait of the paralysed composer has etched so strong
an image on the public consciousness, and Eric Fenby's 'Delius as I knew him'
and the Ken Russell BBCTV film which it inspired have dealt so movingly with
the tragic final years, that it seems difficult for the public at large to imagine a
Delius other than the all-too-familiar figure racked in pain. There is, furthermore, a strong case to be argued for Delius being one of the least understood -if
not one of the most misunderstood - of composers. Numerous myths have
attached to the man and his music: that he lived the life of a recluse in France;
that he took no interest in other composers' music; that his music is invariably
slow, dreamy and nostalgic; that it is formless; that in performance he either did
not know or was unable to communicate what he wanted.
But with the completion of this truly magnificent two-volume study, we are at
last able to knock such notions on the head and get as close as we are ever likely
to get to the man and the workings of his mind. The picture that emerges is one
of the great individualists in music of this century, with a strength of purpose
and a determination against all odds that make him a figure without parallel,
certainly in British music. The format here ofa life told in letters is in many ways
an ideal compromise between biography and autobiography (avoiding on the
one hand a heavy reliance on one writer's interpretation, and the often selfconscious and self-censoring approach of the other) - ideal, that is, so long as
the subject is a good correspondent and sufficient letters ofvalue survive. We are
indeed fortunate that this is the case with Delius. To the 300 letters in Volume
One are added a further 310 (about a quarter being letters to Delius; the Epilogue
contains another two), a fraction of the number in the Delius Trust Archive that
have been painstakingly sifted through and weighed carefully before selection.
Also a considerable additional number are quoted from in the notes.
The list of Delius's correspondents testifies to his contemporary standing,
among them (new to this volume) Bartok, Mahler, Stravinsky, Elgar, Kodcily,
Ethel Smyth and Sorabji. and (bridging both volumes) Munch. Certain correspondences stand out, not merely for their size but for their depth of intimacy,
notably those with the American sculptor Henry Clews and his wife, with Philip
Heseltine (in both cases the return correspondence is unfortunately missing)
and with Grainger. Each takes on a character of its own, as with the fatherly and
often very frank tone in the letters to Heseltine of which two especially stand out:
a revealing one in 1914 in which Delius expounds at some length his attitudes
on sex, and another from 1918 in which Delius replies to Heseltine's questioning
about his process of composition: '.. I know only that at first I conceive a work
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suddenly ... the work appears to me instantaneously as a whole, but as a
feeling .. .'
This volume picks up the story with Delius's continued involvement with the
ill-fated Musical League. No-one was less surprised than he when it folded. His
railing against England's artistic and concert life finds repeated airing in his
correspondence with Bantock, Henry Clews and Heseltine. Yet in spite of - or
possibly because of - this, we read of Jelka writing to Marie Clews in 1918 of
Delius 'creating a new Concert Society' for which he had apparently found
backers. (Though this came to nothing, a similar concert scheme embracing his
own music and that of young English composers was in his mind at the time of
his death. So much for his so-called disinterest in other composers.) There are
on-going battles with his publishers, the familiar rounds of raised hopes and
disappointments of projected performances, even dreams (encouraged by
Grainger) of another trip to America. In the months surrounding the early war
years we find Delius enjoying life amongst London's high society - 'there were
some just too lovely women there ... real beauties', he wrote to Jelka after a
reception at the French Embassy in June 1914. And we can even read of Delius
being taken to a boxing match at the Albert Hall in 19l8!
Much of the book is inevitably clouded by the gathering momentum of
Delius's illness and frailty. This is momentarily tempered near the end by the
warmth of Delius's mellowing towards Elgar after the latter's visit to Grez (15
letters between them are included). The early pages contain evidence of what
seems another flourishing friendship struck up - with Bartok (8 letters). '[I]
have never met anyone anywhere else to whom, right from the start, I have felt so
close as to you,' writes Bartok, to which Delius responds: 'I felt exactly as you did
& am glad to have found a new friend in you.' Sadly, Bartok's opportunity of
calling at Grez in 1911 came to nothing since Delius was in Norway at the time,
and this friendship did not progress much beyond a mutual respect.
As in the first volume, each year's selection ofletters is prefaced by a survey of
the year in question; there are, as one has come to expect, scrupulously thorough
notes, a model index, addenda and corrigenda to Volume One, and an
additional and updated bibliography. The 64 plates, gathered in four groups,
include extracts from letters from Mahler and Kodaly, as well as samples of
Delius's own hand (to Munch and the last letter he wrote himself, to Clews in
1924) and one in Jelka's hand (the first to Fenby).
Among the many excellent portraits is a last photograph of Jelka, and what a
warmth and strength emerge! We should banish from our mind the dotty Jelka
as portrayed in the Russell film. Her love and devotion shine through nearly
every page of this book. How often de we read the editorial footnote 'Letter in the
hand ofJelka Delius' to those written to publishers and increasingly to others as
Delius lost the ability to write. But her share as correspondent (as distinct from
'secretary') is very much greater in this second volume. 'Of course Fred does not
know I am writing this, and must never know', she writes in 1922 to Adine O'Neill
in the hope, no doubt, that Norman O'Neill might use his influence on the
Philharmonic Society to present some of Delius's bigger works and so relieve
their financial anxiety. And in one of her very last letters, to Marie Clews twelve
days after Delius's death, she writes: 'I am getting better, but shall never be my
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old selfagain - But what does it matter nowT This collection is greatly enriched
by the added dimension she is able to bring, both in the way she opens out the
picture with her first-hand accounts of Delius, and with the insight and detail
afforded by a woman's angle. Without Jelka, these two volumes would have
been very much the poorer, perhaps unthinkable.
And then what can one say of the miraculous Fenby years? The work he has
done for my husband is absolutely unique and it is almost a miracle that he
came at all and then, that he worked so admirably,' Jelka writes to Fenby's
parents. All Delians are very conscious of the incalculable debt we owe him, for
that marvellous late flowering of works and for so much that we have learned
from him of the composer. There can surely be no more fitting dedicatees of
these volumes than Eric and Rowena Fenby.
There is a moving coda to this volume in the account of a visit made by a
member of the BBC recording department to the dying Jelka in her Kensington
nursing home. He played to her a recording of the Limpsfield ceremony and
Beecham's oration. 'Dear Tommy' were her only words. Then, as an inspired if
unwitting afterthought, he played her some music he had also brought, which
just happened to be In a Summer Garden, the last notes she was to hear. 'All are
my blooms, and all sweet blooms of love .. .' runs the quotation with the
dedication to her. One can only conclude that a great deal oflove, devotion and
scholarship have gone into compiling these two volumes which must now stand
as the standard reference works on the composer. A strong contender for the title
of 'music book of the year', should such an award exist.
S.F.S.L.

THE DELIUS FESTIVAL OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
by Mark Alan Stoneman. M.F.A. thesis, University of Florida 1986. 113pp.,
including notes, bibiography and appendices.
Most of us do not make a habit of reading academic theses. Most assuredly I do
not; however, Mr Stoneman has compiled a thesis that is worth noting for
anyone who is interested in Delius, the Delius Festival in Florida, or cultural
history in the United States. The thesis was presented to the Graduate School of
the University of Florida in 1986 in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
Master of Fine Arts. Stoneman's purpose is '... to trace the beginnings of the
Annual Jacksonville Festival and the Delius Association; to examine the significant aspects of the Delius Association that lie outside of the Delius Festival; to
survey the concerts, lectures, and composition contests presented at the festivals,
and to suggest their contribution to the cultural life of Jacksonville and to the
music of Delius .. .'
The study begins with the research procedure, purpose, plan, and need for
the study, etc. - all rather dry and academic. The second chapter is a sketch
of Delius's life and music. Here he has used such sources as Clare Delius's,
Fenby's and Beecham's books. His principal citation, however, for Delius's
music is Donald Caldwell's doctoral dissertation on Delius's choral music of
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1975 from the University of Illinois. Chapter three is devoted to the formation of
the Delius Association, showing its roots in the Friday Musicale and detailing
significant aspects of the Association. The fourth chapter is a discussion on the
annual festivals from 1961-86, and the last chapter is a brief conclusion. The
appendices are the current by-laws of the Delius Association, a catalogue of the
Delius collection at lacksonville University, a listing of the Delius compositions
that have been performed in Delius Festivals from 1961 to 1986, a list of the
lectures given 1961-1986, and the winners of the Delius Festival's Composition
Contest 1969-1986. A four-page bibliography rounds out the thesis.
There is definitely a need for this study. As Stoneman states: 'The lacksonville
Delius Festival has been held annually for twenty-six years. It is the only annual
festival honouring the composer Frederick Delius. Numerous lectures on
Delius and performances of his music have been given during these festivals,
and a significant number of historical artefacts relating to Delius have been
acquired as a result of the continuous efforts of the Delius Association. Yet
despite these accomplishments no mention is made of the existence of this
festival in any of the standard literature on Delius. Books, portions of books,
and articles on the composer frequently assess his current popularity without
noting what is perhaps the most enduring effort toward preserving his music.
Eric Fenby, in the 1966 revision of his book Delius as I knew him, is the only
author who mentions what is clearly an event worthy of further study.'
For those who are interested in the annual Delius Festival which will soon
celebrate its thirtieth anniversary, this thesis provides interesting reading and a
solid record of accomplishment that would make any Delian proud. The
weakest portion of the thesis is the chapter with conclusions. It is certainly
complimentary of the Delius Association of Florida and its members who have
successfully managed to produce an annual festival: however, it basically serves
Stoneman as an easy exit from his thesis with conclusions that are simplistic
and understated. The total work is nevertheless a substantial effort and worthy
of recognition in Delius circles. It is currently available in photocopy only by
permission of the author, but the Delius Association has voted to pay ondemand charges for University Microfilms International of Ann Arbor,
Michigan, and it is hoped before too long it will be available on-demand
through UMI as other theses and dissertations are available.
Thomas H Gunn

FROM PARRY TO BRITIEN: BRITISH MUSIC IN LETIERS 1900-1945
by Lewis Foreman. Batsford 332pp. £25 (paperback £12.95).
ISBN 0 7134 5520 9
Why do musicians write letters? For the same reasons and from the same
motives as the rest of us, it appears: to ingratiate, fulminate, expostulate, pontificate -and (even) communicate. Evidence of all these motives abounds in this
interesting collection of 'literal bric-a-brac', put together by Lewis Foreman with
his characteristic nose for a good yam. The book contains nearly 250 'letters'
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by a wide range of personalities in the world of British music, some famous,
others less so, and also includes a good few 'impersonal documents' such as
BBC memoranda and policy statements.
Whilst the collection is not a book in the traditional sense, continuity and
development are attained by putting everything in chronological order, and the
author divides the work into five parts, covering the Edwardian era, the two
world wars with the 20s and 30s in between, and provides a linking
commentary.
The very first letter sees an impresario telling young Frederick Delius that his
songs don't sell. Then there is the celebrated pas de deux between Stanford and
Hans Richter, ending with CVS throwing a tantrum over a bungled appointment with Richer by one ofStanford's pupils. These were the days of the Balfour
Gardiner Concerts and the great festivals - the only real platform for new
music in the days before broadcasting. The eve of the First World War sees
Havergal Brian, nearly 40, struggling to pay his rent and penning ever more
anguished ens de coeur to 'Uncle' Granville Bantock whose responses are not
recorded. Perhaps he realised, as Sir Henry Wood did later, that Brian corresponded 'at such length'. Delius vividly describes his wartime evacuation from
his home near Paris, and Jelka Delius, writing to Percy Grainger's mother, is full
of news of Fred 'thirsting for music' - and (in 1919) already lamenting
Beecham's pilgrimage from the concert hall to the opera house.
If the 1920s was the age of Bliss, it was also the age of the British National
Opera Company, whose birth is documented. The reaction to the 'new' British
works of this period is characterised by Waiter Damrosch of the New York
Philharmonic protesting about 'ugliness in music' and lumping Bliss in that
bracket. (Yet Damrosch gave the first performance of Copland's Organ
Symphony in 1925.) In the 1930s the BBC, along with the ISCM, emerged as the
significant organs for new music, and there is quite a collection of Boult
memorabilia. We may now guffaw at Boulfs pompous attempt (in 1936) to 'gag'
the Radio Times for daring to suggest that Bax was the most important
symphonist of his day and at his proposal to send a note of commiseration to
Vaughan Williams. But Boult himself realised the tremendous power the BBC
had to make or break reputations, and by 1939 the BBC bureaucracy including
the Reading Panel and the Central Music Advisory Committee was in place.
Finally, the war years return with their attendant cultural deprivation.
Edmund Rubbra begs for army leave to prepare his new symphony for the
Proms; Herbert Howells relates his chance escape when his house was bombed.
Christian Darnton takes the prize for the most sarcastic letter in the book (no
211) as he rails at the BBC for overlooking him. There are, throughout the book,
letters of friendship too: Arnold Bax wears his heart on his sleeve in a billet-doux
to a young lady friend, and Herbert Howells gently indulges the already unstable Ivor Gurney. Notable too is the friendship between 20 year old Benjamin
Britten and 27 year old Grace Williams: 'Now look here, Benjamin. You tell me
the whole truth about my things and I'll do the same to you about yours .. .'
Many of the figures were unfamiliar to me, but there are excellent biographical notes at the end of the book, which I found both informative and illuminating. One of the most illuminating items was Herbert Howells' evaluation
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of the impact of new music on the listener (no 180). Although some material
is more of archival than immediate interest, the. book is a good read
and can be readily 'dipped into'. There is a good index and over 50 illustrations.
A must for those interested in the personalities behind the music of that
period.
Bret Johnson

'A Song of Summer'. DELIUS Brigg Fair, A Song before Sunrise, The Walk to the
Paradise Garden, A Song of Summer, In a Summer Garden, Summer Night on the
River. Philharmonia Orchestra, Owain Arwel Hughes. ASV Digital CD DCA
627 (71 minutes: DDD).
DELIUS Part-songs; GRAINGER Folksongs for Chorus, Songs from 'The
Jungle Book'. CBSO Chorus, Simon Halsey. Conifer CDCF 162 (54 minutes:
DDD). Also available on LP and cassette.
'La Calinda: A Delius Festival'. DELIUS Songs ofFarewell, Late Swallows, A Song
before Sunrise, To be Sung ofa Summer Night on the Water. The Walk to the Paradise
Garden, Cynara, Prelude from Margot la Rouge. Wanderers Song, La Calinda.
RPO, Halle Orch., RLPO, Philharmonia Orch., Choir of King's College
Cambridge, Baccholian Singers, Sir Malcolm Sargent, Sir John Barbirolli,
Meredith Davies, Sir Charles Groves, George Weldon, Philip Ledger. EMI
CDM 7 69534 2 (71 minutes: ADD). Also available on LP and cassette.
'English Music'. DELIUS Irmelin Prelude. On hearing the first cuckoo in spring,
Intermezzo from Fennimore and Gerda. Idyll (Sylvia Fisher, soprano; Jess WaIters,
baritone); BUTIERWORTH A Shropshire Lad (Orchestral Rhapsody); ELGAR
Elegy Op.58; SAX The Garden of Fand. Halle Orchestra, Sir John
Barbirolli. Nixa NIXCD 6003 (78 minutes: ADD).
The newest of this clutch of Delius recordings on CD is the Philharmonia/
Hughes disc. It is immediately impressive, for the sound is glorious, having great
dynamic range, admirable fullness and superb clarity. The opening of Brigg Fair
shows that. unfortunately, all is not well. The sound is wonderful. but it is the
sound in which we are inclined to revel. rather than the music. The solo flute's
breathy sensuousness might be ideal for, say, Debussy's Chansons de Bilitis, but
here it is misplaced. The spring morning freshness which the score suggests, and
which Beecham conjures from the RPO (EMI CDS 7 47609 8), is quite lacking.
As the piece progresses, the recording quality continues to flatter Hughes's interpretation, despite some arbitrary changes of tempo, and the main climax of the
piece has never sounded better on record. A Song before Sunrise has a pleasant
lilting tempo, but much of the performance is slipshod. At the end, the absence
of surface noise (which elevates the silver disc head and shoulders above vinyl)
allows Hughes to fade his last chord into silence.
The wide dynamic range of this recording allows The Walk to the Paradise
Garden to make its full impact. The climaxes are magnificently realised.
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This is the most successful performance of all. A Song of Summer starts slowly,
but well. One anticipates a memorable performance, but, sadly, all is lost when
the central climax is rushed almost to the point of meaninglessness. (Dr Fenby,
in his 'Fenby Legacy' recording, Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD)9OO8/9,
demonstrates how this section should be managed.) The spell broken, it scarcely
matters that the final section is disappointingly handled, with some loss of
ensemble. Summer Night on the River disappoints also. Poor balance obscures
the melodic outlines. Much of the woodwind phrasing is crude, especially in the
accompaniment of the 'cello solo. The best recent recording of this piece is that
by the LPO and Vernon Handley (Chandos CHAN 8330). In a Summer Garden
is another mixed blessing. The conductor seems not to know which melodic
strands he should coax out ofthe rich texture. Especially in the latter half of the
piece, he loses his sense of direction. This new disc, with its good sleeve note by
Malcolm Walker (unfortunately edited so as to omit the title of A Song of
Summer) must be sampled. Some may find that its splendid sound outweighs the
interpretative shortcomings.
The Delius and Grainger part-songs disc is a useful compilation. Nearly all of
Delius's part-songs are here, including three of the early works in this medium
which he wrote around 1887 when he was a student at the Leipzig
Conservatorium. Fri1hlingsanbruch is fresh and cheerful, if unadventurous.
Sonnenscheinlied is set with humour and a light touch. The much more complex
Durch den Wald is a truely accomplished piece of writing. These three were
published by Thames in 1977 in an edition by Ian Humphris, with English
words by Lionel Carley and an introduction, plus a rehearsal piano accompaniment, by Robert Threlfall. The CBSO chorus sings them well and persuasively;
we are in their debt for unearthing and recording these insights into the young
composer's rapidily expanding world. Midsummer Song, On Craig Ddu and The
Splendour Fqlls receive average performances. Unfortunately, the same cannot
be said for the two songs To be Sung ofa Summer Night on the Water. The first is
plaintive, rather than serene. The second, despite a good tempo, is not well
shaped, but nevertheless infinitely to be preferred to the version on the new EMI
Delius compilation disc 'La Calinda'. To state merely that Robert Tear (on EMI)
misconceives the solo tenor part might be too kind. He makes an unpleasant
swooping, strangled noise, and distorts the rhythm for emphasis. Delius's
apparent intention is a million miles away. It is a great pity that a nicely
sustained, well-structured performance of the first song is followed by this
travesty.
Yet another performance of To be Sung ofa Summer Night on the Water, the best
so far committed to CD, appears on a Collegium disc (COLCD 104) entitled
'There is Sweet Music', on which The Cambridge Singers are conducted by
John Rutter. The first song has a pleasant body ofsound and just enough rubato.
The second establishes a slightly slow tempo but is embellished by a pleasant
tenor voice. This is a distinguished recital. For the measure of the technical
assurance of these singers and their conductor, sample Vaughan Williams's
three Shakespeare Songs, especially Full Fathom Five with its spectacularly
other-worldly harmony at the word 'strange'.
The Delius and Grainger part-songs disc carries an item as interesting to
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Delius lovers as to Grainger enthusiasts: Grainger's setting of Brigg Fair which
so tellingly influenced Delius in his orchestral setting. This is a curiously nervy
and disconcerting perfonnance. The version by the Cambridge Singers on
Collegium, however, is quite lovely. The CBSO Singers redeem themselves in a
number of the other Grainger settings; Irish Tune from County Derry, Skye Boat
Song and The Lost Lad}' Found are all well executed.
Dr Malcolm Sargent conducted the first performance of Songs ofFarewell, in
place of Bruno Waiter, in Ma rch 1932. It was not broadcast and so Delius did not
hear it, but a favourable account was relayed to him by Robert Nichols, with
whom he collaborated over the Idyll. In 1964 Sargent recorded the piece with the
Royal Choral Society and the RPO and the perfonnance was released with A
Song before Sunrise, as on this disc, and Jacqueline du Pre's performance of the
Cello Concerto. The memorable sleeve note was by Eric Fenby. If that record
and the new disc are compared, it is apparent that the rather thick and uncomfortable recorded sound has been considerably improved. Comparisons with
Dr Fenby's own version. which has a wonderfully transparent texture, are inevitable. It is probably sufficient to remark that. sound quality apart, Sargent's commitment to the piece is such that his version can stand alongside Dr Fenby's. A
Song before Sunrise is true to the score but not. of course, to Beecham's imaginative editing of the dynamic markings.
Between Sargent's two contributions comes Barbirolli's performance of Dr
Fenby's arrangement for string orchestra of Late Swallows, the third movement
of the published string quartet. Much of the charm of the piece is lost in this
overlong, mournful account. Nothing, however, can diminish the effect of the
wonderful melody which appears also in The Magic Fountain. After the two
unaccompanied part-songs mentioned and largely condemned, above, we come
to Meredith Davies's elegant 1971 version with the RPO of The Walk to the
Paradise Garden. The same conductor and orchestra provide a recording of the
Prelude from Margot la Rouge two bands later. Cynara sung by John ShirleyQuirk, with the RLPO conducted by Charles Groves, intervenes, and the tape
hiss on this 1968 recording is surprisingly evident. The sound is very fresh when
compared with that of the original record. This confident performance is an
excellent alternative to Dr Fenby's presumably authoritative account.
Insofar as a CD can be said to have a programme - for the ability to select
tracks and sequences renders the concept largely irrelevant - that of this
disc is something of a curiosity; it is not at all clear why we are given a
perfonnance of the Wanderer's Song at this point. This recording by the
Baccholian Singers of London is the most recent on the disc, being just twelve
years old. The final track explains the title La Calinda. Dr Fenby's familiar
concert version, published in 1938, of the piece from the wedding scene of
Koanga, is given a slow and suave perfonnance by George Weldon and the
Philhannonia Orchestra. The phrasing and articulation are exemplary and
this is truly an edition de luxe, though one could not easily dance to it. But the
sound is coarse by today's standards. and there is, beneath everything, a
rhythmic grinding at a tempo that is rather familiar. The stopwatch proves that
this corresponds to 33V3 rpm revolutions and we must conclude, therefore, that
the· new recording was transcribed from an old, faulty disc and not from
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.the original master tape. EMI Records Ltd should account for this.
Sir John Barbirolli's 1957 stereo recordings of the Idyll and three
orchestral pieces appear, with items by Butterworth, Elgar and Bax, on a very
well-filled Nixa disc. The total playing time is not given on the sleeve, but the
player indicates 78 minutes. When the CD was introduced a few years ago,
durations of this order were unknown. Barbirolli plays all the Delius works with
affection. The operatic qualities of the Idyll, which remain evident despite the
relinquishing of the Margot libretto, are fully exploited. There are great surges of
feeling -perhaps Delius has never sounded so like Puccini - but the performance is accurate. The sound is dated, ofcourse; Sylvia Fisher's normally lovely
voice becomes hard and unrealistic in the louder passages, but both she and Jess
WaIters receive more justice in the CD transcription than they did on vinyl.
When compared with modem recordings, these thirty-one-year-old tapes are
noisy and have a notably restricted dynamic range. But the value of this
transcription is spectacular: 78 minutes at mid-price is only a fraction over lOp
per minute! Furthermore Barbirolli's version of the Idyll makes an extremely
interesting comparison with Dr Fenby's. Whether Whitman's sentiments can be
expected to find favour in the post-equality era is another matter.
Roger Buckley

CARL DAVIS Philharmonic Fanfare; JOHANN STRAUSS Suite from Die
Fledermaus; BRAHMS Andante from String Sextet No 1 (arranged for string
orchestra by David Matthews); DELIUS Orchestral Suite from A Village Romeo
andJuliet (arranged by David Matthews); COPLAND Fanfare for the Common
Man. London Philharmonic Orchestra. Carl Davis. Recorded at All Saints'
Church, Tooting 8-20 October 1987. Virgin Classics VC 7 90716 (CD, LP and
cassette). 67 minutes.
What might be the purpose of an operatic suite? To offer a pot-pourri of some of
the best-loved tunes from a popular work, or to rescue music from a score that
might otherwise be little heard? The two suites, the chief items on this release,
neatly fulfil both functions, the Delius clearly falling into the latter category.
Nearly twenty-six minutes of purely orchestral music from A Village Romeo and
Juliet in one continuous movement is something surely to be welcomed. One
might wonder why this suite. arranged by David Matthews, should be called for
when there already exists another, made by Dr Fenby in 1948. Perhaps the
expiry of copyright in recent years has some bearing on the matter: this new
suite is assigned to Sundergrade Music Ltd. However, the two suites only share
common ground in the Fair Scene. This new one, which seems more of a
scissors-and-paste job than Fenby's (which involved some recomposing and
transposing), is nevertheless very effective, taking substantial stretches of music
from four of the opera's six scenes, starting from the very beginning up to within
two bars of Manz urging his horse to 'pull hard'. We then jump to the end of
Scene Two (just after cue 18) where Sali and Vreli have arranged to meet again
on the wild land. The music flows on into the following linked scene magically
depicting the disputed wild land overgrown with poppies. At the
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moment of the Dark Fiddler's vocal entry (his return having already been
heralded in the solo violin) there is a dramatic change to the Fair Scene,
played continuously, apart from two cuts (from cue 13 to 16 and one of 14 bars
before cue 33), into the Walk to the Paradise Garden with which this Suite
ends.
The absence of voices (which are not 'written in') has two noticeable consequences: in one or two places, particularly parts of the Fair Scene, the texture
sounds much thinner and the line seems weakened, and indeed this scene might
well have benefited from further cuts such as Fenby made in his Suite. As far as
the performance is concerned, with the conductor no longer required to keep
dynamics down, it makes for a very noisy Fair! Some may find the opening
taken a shade too briskly and the performance in general lacking refinement,
though part of the blame must fall on the recording which does not always allow
the many wonderful woodwind solos to shine out as they should. But Carl Davis
shows a feel for the overall sweep of the work which he has already performed in
public, at about the same time as this recording (see Journal 95, p.22), and its
availability on record should make the work known to a wider audience, and
may even encourage some to investigate the opera complete (of which firm
plans are afoot for a filmed version).
Hearing this Suite, one becomes very much aware of how thematically unified
A Village Romeo is, with, for example, its opening theme - and what a thrilling
opening! - underpinning the work at so many junctures - the start of the first
four scenes and elsewhere, as well as being an integral part of The Walk to the
Paradise Garden. One caution: if listening on CD, programme your player to
switch off before the Copland Fanfare which completes the disc, for. with no
disrespect to that work, nothing should surely be allowed to follow the dying
chords of The Walk. This is certainly a disc that Delians will want to investigate.
And perhaps some enterprising conductor will allow us to hear Dr Fenby's Suite
which includes the Dream sequence.
S.F.S.L.

BALFOUR GARDINER Piano Music: Second Prelude, Five Pieces, Humoresque,
Salamanca. The Joyful Homecoming, Michaelchurch. Noel. Shenadoah and other
pieces, Mere. Peter Jacobs (piano). Recorded 26 January 1985 at the Church ofSt
Silas, Kentish Town. PEN 501D (LP) and PEN 101 (cassette) from Aspen Music,
Park Gate, Church Hill, Redlynch, Salisbury SP5 2HS.
It is a strange fact that few of the major English composers of the first half of the
twentieth century have been attracted to the piano. Of those that have, probably
only Bax, John Ireland and Tippett have written works for the piano worthy to
be placed among their finest works.
Judging from the pieces recorded here (and from.the few others known to me)
Balfour Gardiner's piano music never rises to the heights realised by his best
works such as April and Philomela. Nevertheless the pieces are attractive
although they do not reveal any distinctive piano style.
This recording begins with the Second Prelude which includes a beautifully
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harmonised version of the first subject in the reprise. There follow Five Pieces
which are technically easier than the others and seem to have been among his
most popular pieces. The Humoresque which follows is a virtuoso piece which
Stephen Lloyd tells us in the sleeve note was preferred by Percy Grainger to Mere
(the last piece on this LP/Cassette). Was this perhaps due to the middle section
of Mere which has a rather 'nursery jingle' theme?
Salamanca is entirely different from the other pieces and is strongly influenced by Debussy. It is clear that Gardiner was here striking out in a new and
experimental direction. The Joyful Homecoming is a celebration of Gardiner's
return from the Great War, and is followed by Michaelchurch which Stephen
states is 'arguably his finest work for piano'. I agree with this verdict. The pieces
which follow (Noel. Shenadoah and other pieces) are attractive bu t in lighter vein.
The recording ends with Mere (referred to above) which is another virtuoso piece
obviously written with Grainger's technique in mind. Grainger always retained
an admiration for Gardiner's music, and in a letter to Gardine.r wrote: 'Your
tone-art has always been hopefulfilling to me'*.
Peter Jacobs plays the pieces well and seems in sympathy with the music. I
would only cavil with his interpretation of the Gavotte (the last of the Five Pieces)
in that the score clearly indicates that the second and fourth beats of the bar
should beforte, the other two being piano. This is not brought out by the pianist
here and as a result the piece loses much of its bounce and vigour. The sleeve
note quotes Ronald Stevenson as calling this piece 'the finest Gavotte that Percy
Grainger never wrote'; I feel sure that Percy would have invested it with
more verve.
Apart from this minor criticism, Peter Jacobs does justice to the music and the
recording is well worth exploring by those (like me) who have an insatiable
interest in the by-ways of English music.

* See letter dated September 1941 in 'H Balfour Gardiner' by Stephen Lloyd
(Cambridge University Press. 1984).
R.B.K.

---~
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MIDLANDS BRANCH REPORT
AN EVENING OF BAD TASTE
It can be a 'salutary experience to hear again the popular favourites of one's

youth. Some of them wear well; others show the seams and tags we used not to
notice in our enthusiasm. Mostly, because the style of performance seems dated,
they remind us how we and the world have moved on.
'An Evening of Bad Taste' was the title of the Midlands Branch meeting held
at Allestree, Derby on 26 March 1988. No reflection, I hasten to add, on the
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generous hospitality of 10 and Brian Radford our hosts, but a promise of a little
light-hearted amusement at the expense of erstwhile popular giants. Richard
Kitching and Brian himself had combined to produce a series of classical comparisons, instrumental and orchestral, and a range of 'vocal gems' from grand
opera to folk-song.
Richard's careful assembly of recordings of Chopin's Minute Waltz was an
impressive start. Using Lipatti's commendably 'straight' performance as a
yardstick, he set against it some unexpected extravagances. A whirlwind Backhaus (2/3 minute ?) was followed by sloppy and inaccurate Mark Hambourg,
and losef Hofmann's hurdy-gurdy effects by the eccentric phrasing and banal
finish of Vladimir de Pachmann. Godowski's paraphrase of the piece was
superbly played by lorge Bolet and was full of interesting and attractive sounds,
while Sorabji's version, manfully tackled by Michael Habermann, contained
grotesque divergent patterns and some compulsive doubling which might have
been attributed to Rawicz and Landauer.
Now here's the rub. 'Like Rawicz and Landauer' is a bit pejorative, isn't it?
There is an implicit disapproval of beefing up and gradicising a simple piece or
otherwise tinkering with its original pitch and balance. Yet throughout musical
history, performers have not been content for long to play 'straight'. As well as
matching programmes to public they have tailored their playing of well-known
works to popular fashion, or maybe to the preferences of the current musical
establishment. Reputations have been built or have foundered on new interpretations of standard works. Yet there is no definitive archetype which stands
for ever as authentic, the way a piece should sound. Composers themselves are
unreliable. Even if competent enough as performers or conductors to show their
intentions, they are rarely accepted unequivocally by the professors of the day as
being completly sound. A whole musical subculture, jazz, grew from the idea of
self-expressive improvisation on simple, usually well-known, tunes where the
embellishment of the nuclear phrases with the performer's stamp might completely change their original character. Of the Minute Waltz examples, the last
two clearly came into this category.
A recent meeting of the Acoustical Society of America in Seattle heard how
nineteen performances of a Beethoven minuet were compared with a computerised version designed to be consistent with the programmer's understanding of the composer's directions as to volume and tempo, deviations in the latter
case being controlled within a narrow band either side of a strict metronomic
pulse. The exponents studied included Ashkenazy. Perahia, Glenn Gould and
Solomon, to name juSJ four very different performers. Perhaps not surprisingly,
the study showed little relation between the acknowledged fine playing of major
artists and controlled computer output. Nor did a close approximation to the
latter confirm any higher musical value than other more individual
expressions.
So it all comes down to style and fashion -and fashions change. Which of us
can assume a complete comprehension of absolute values? Within our own
generation there will be at best a concensus; spanning the decades the range of
acceptable style is broader and deeper than our personal preference which,
though itself changeable, does tend to gel with age.
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Andwhat about taste? Things that used to make me squinn in the past do not
necessarily do so now. At the time they were doubtless approved by a significant
part of the musical public. One of Brian Radford's 'vocal gems' was the
Gershwin song Oh Kay, in which the plummy voice of Claude Hulbert in his
1927 version sounds quite incongruous today but was hugely popular at the
time. Another was Noel Coward hamming his own Tzigane, which effectively
pointed the fine line between the romantic and the ridiculous. Other eyebrow
raisers were a choral finale to Grieg's Piano Concerto, a Japanese electronic
realisation - if that is the right word - of the Ballet ofthe Chicks from Pictures at
an Exhibition, and an eight-piano Rustle of Spring - symphonic Sinding.
Among anumberofDelius items, recordings ofDanceRhapsodyNo 1 contrasted
unbelievably the work oftwo eminent conductors. Quite apart from differences of
reading and projection, here was a reminder that every concert perfonnance is a
one-off and we are privileged if we are there when all is right with the band.
It was a pleasure to hear one or two genuinely effective performances from
yesteryear as well as rank catastrophies, some of which had been dug out from
unreleased archive material. Dame Clara Butt and Florence Foster Jenkins
were inevitably included, while the folk-song Died for Love sung by one Tom
Willett in 1962 contrived to be both excrutiating and poignant, and interestingly
might equally have dated from forty or fifty years earlier. All in all it was a fascinating evening's entertainment, but I left feeling no more confident than
before in my own artistic judgement.
E.E.R.

•. .....---

---~

OBITUARY
GORDON CLINTON (1912-1988)
Voice (from some~·vhere in the desened Royal Alben Hall): 'Can you sing a
top F. boy?'
Gordon Clinton (taking a deep breath. knowing that he couldn't): 'Yes, Sir
Thomas.'
It proved to be a risk worth taking for three months later he was soloist in An
Arabesque at the 1946 Delius Festival. Not a bad transition from singing on
Worthing Pier which what he was doing when called to the audition. In fact he
was doubly lucky that day: had it been wet at Worthing he would have been
entertaining holiday-makers driven indoors by the weather: luckily it was fine
and they were all on the beach, so he had a free afternoon to travel to London to
sing for Sir Thomas Beecham.
For the next five years Gordon Clinton was one of Beecham's chosen
collaborators, singing the baritone parts in Berlioz's Childhood of Christ, the
Faun~ Requiem andasAdam in Haydn'sCreation.Ata perfonnanceofthe Haydn
he was startled when a message came down the soloists' line: 'Sir Thomas says
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cheer up, you're supposed to be on your honeymoon'. To DeIians he was the
admired Dark Fiddler of Beecham's broadcasts and subsequent recording of
A Village Romeo and Juliet, and he also sang Sea Drift at the conductor's 70th
birthday concert. At the rehearsal he was doubtful about his ability to pitch the
exposed solo line 'Oh, I am very sick and sorrowful' accurately. 'Leave it to me:
said Sir Thomas who at the crucial moment in the concert leaned over to him
and emitted a sound like a crow, adding, 'Make a better noise when you start, but
thats it!'
After the Beecham years he had a spell with the Golden Age Singers before
becoming Principal of the Birmingham School of Music in succession to Sir
Steuart Wilson and finally founding the CBSO Chorus for Louis Fremaux. His
work as an adjudicator took him all over the world, and as a distinguished
teacher many now famous British singers passed through his hands at the Royal
College of Music. Members will remember with pleasure the talks this
unassuming man gave in London and to the Midlands Branch about his life
and experiences as a concert singer.
Lyndon Jenkins
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Monday 12 December at 7.30 p.m.

Royal Albert Hall, London

Delius's A Mass of Life performed by the St Bartholemew's Hospital Choral
Society, with soloists Ann Williams-King, Jean Rigby, Alan Woodrow, and
Brian Rayner Cook, and the Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Robert
Anderson. The concert is being given in aid of the Trinity and St Christopher's
Hospices.
Thursday 29 December at 8 p.m.

Philadelphia, USA

Bill Smith, a member of the Delius Society, Philadelphia Branch, will conduct
the Philadelphia Orchestra in the first Philadelphia performance of Delius's
Eventyr. The programme will also include Shostakovich's Cello Concerto No L
Stephen Albert's Symphony River Run and Kodaly's Dances ofGalimta. Further
performances on Friday 30 December and Tuesday 3 January.

1989
Tuesday 10 January at 7 p.m.

BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting. 'Please, no Delius": a talk by Harry Legge, OBE,
conductor of the Rehearsal Orchestra and a former viola player in Beecham's
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
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Monday 6 February at 7.30p.m.

RFH, London

Carl Davis conducts the London Philharmonic Choir and Orchestra in Delius's
Appalachia. The concert (which forms part of the LPO's Subscription Series)
also includes Barber's Overture The School for Scandal, excerpts from Davis's
music for The French Lieutenants Woman, and Walton's· Christopher
Columbus.
Thursday 23 February at 7 p.m.

BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London WI

Delius Society meeting. 'My life with Fred': a humorous talk by George Little to
include an historic Delius performance not previously heard in the UK.
Wednesday 22 March at 7 p.m.

BMIC, Stratford Place, London WI

A joint Delius society and Warlock Society meeting. 'Delius and the Warlock
Piano Transcriptions': a talk and recital chaired by Fred Tomlinson, Chairman
of the Warlock Society, and Lionel Carley.
Tuesday 25 April at 7 p.m.

BMIC 10, Stratford Place, London WI

Delius Society meeting. 'A Singer's Life': a reminiscence by Roy Henderson.
Tuesday 23 May at 7 p.m.

BMIC lO, Stratford Place, London WI

Delius Society meeting. The Yorkshire of Delius and Elgar': an illustrated talk
by Dennis Clark.

Further details of Delius Society events can be obtained from Programme Secretary Brian Radford, 21 Cobthome Drive, Allestree, Derby 0332552019 (home)
or 0332 42442 ext. 3563 (work).

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May we take this opportunity of reminding members \Yho have not
already done so of the considerable advantages to both the Society and
themselves gained by covenanting their subscription. This involves no
extra outlay. It merely commits members to a continued membership for
a period of four years at afixed rate irrespective of any likely increases in
subscription charges. By covenanting your subscription you can help
increase the Society's income for the benefit of all. The necessary forms
can be obtained from the Treasurer.
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